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Producing Lighted Cigarettes 

OVERTURE Smoke Rings 

-CURTAIN-

Silk knickers, silk stockings, cape? No! A well tailored business suit, 

maybe, a tuxedo. A debonair young man with a pleasing personality, 

· dexterously and artistically producing lighted cigarette afler cigarette 

out of the air. 

SPECTATOR-Where do they come from? Are they really lighted? 

Are they real cigarettes? 

SECOND SPECTATOR-Don't ask me, but it surely is a modern day 

trick. 1 think it is his personality. No doubt you are right. 

HERE'S HOW! 

..•. . without the personality, or showmanship-let us hope you have 

it, or acquire it. 
THE ·AUTHOR, 

A COIJ.ECTION OF IDEAS AND METHODS USED BY !HE 

FOREMOST MANIPULATORS OF LIGHTED CIGARETTES. 

~@)~• .,:".~ Pub/;shed by 
4 -'P n MITCHELL KANTER ., o-
~~ 1311 WALNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA 7, PA. 
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PRODUCING LIGHTED CIGARETTES 

From time to time there has appeared on the market an array of 
mechanical gadgets for the production of lighted clgarettes. For over 
a period oí five years 1 have studied and experimented with practically 
all of them to determine their worth. In most cases they were all their 
inventors claimed for them, but limited in their use. <There is no royal 
road to learning, and no gimmick made that wíll take the place ·of 
et sleight.J 

The only apparatus used in this particular method is known as the 
cigarette tank or dropper. This is a small container for cigarettes which 
fastens at the under edge oí the coat, which by a slight pressure of the 
fingers or hand, delivers one cigarette at a time into the hand, unobserved 
by the audience. If your equipment does not already include two droppers 
they can be purchased at any magical supply house at a nominal cost. 
The fact is that these droppers are universally used by professionals, 
and through our own observation, they are the only practica! type of 
apparatus to aid in this work. \ 

· REGARDING CIGARETTES 

W e here cover the most practica! types of cigarettes and fake cigarettes 
to use in this effect. 

The first is a fake cigarette used by a well-known European manipu
lator. Take some of your old discarded playing cards, preferably the 
cheaper, softer grade, cut them across their width, at least one-eighth of an 
inch shorter than the inside width of your dropper. Take a piece of rod or 
wire one-eighth of an inch in diameter and bend each end of the card 
over same before rolling into a tube the size of a cigarette. THIS OPERA
TION MAKES THE EDGE LIE DOWN. See Plate l. Fig. l. Holding these 
rolled cards, wrap same with one layer of brown gummed paper and 
stick. Obtain a pack of Tip-Top Cigárette papers and roll each tube in 
one of the papers. CTHIS BRAND HAS A GUMMED EDGE.) With the 
head of a medium size finishing nail, press the end of the cigarette paper 
into the end of the tube. It is very easy to replace the outer cigarette 
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paper when it becomes soiled. Care should be especially observed in 
rolling the tubes to get them uniform in diameter. For dummy cigarettes 
for actual performance we like inexpensive tailor-made cigarettes. 

THE FIRE SLEIGHT 

If there were nothing else in this little booklet but the explanation of 
this sleight, we feel that you would _be well paid after you had mastered 
it. lt is one of the cleverest sleights ever conceived with lighted cigarettes. 
The audience is led to believe that you actually throw the lighted cigar
ette on the floor. 1t is entirely visionary as to eHect. 

METHOD: With the lighted cigarette held between the first two 
fingers, bring to ~humb-palm position. With the hands held approximately 
eighteen inches apart, slap the hands together as in Plate l, Fig. 2. Note 
where the hands come in contact with each other, as indicated by the 
arrow. The hands are held stiff, and a quick contact of one hand against 
the other causes the hands to come in a momentary contact with the fire 
end of the cigarette, immediately springing away. This causes a shower
of sparks towards the floor. If this move is executed correctly you will 
cause this shower of sparks, and still have retained some fire on the end 
of the cigarette. 

Immediately after slapping the hands as described, straighten the 
fingers holding the cigarette at thumb palm position only, see Plate L 
Fig. 3. Let this hand immediately fall naturally at your side, with its back 
towards the audience, closing and opening the opposite hand which 
makes a: gesture tówards the floor as though throwing the cigarette clown. 
To complete the illusion follow immediately by stepping on the sparks 
with the foot. No doubt many will try this and quit alter several attempts 
on account of slight burns they may receive. This is caused by the wrong 
tension in the two hands, or that you are not getting the spring tension 
correct, but above all things stay with it until you have mastered it, as it 
is well worth your time. 1t is especially fine to work into your routine as 
a variation. 

After the sleight is perfected, pr when the cigarette is short, it can be 
held at thumb-palm only and not braced with the first two fingers as in 
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Plate l. Fig. 2. This bracing with the two fingers when the cigarette is 
long, keeps it from bending or breaking. 

NOTE: This is the first time the fire sleight has ever appeared in print, and 
we urge you to master it, The entire act of a certain European manipula
tor of lighted cigarettes is built around this sleight. 

THE DOUBLE PRODUCTION FROM ONE CIGARl!TTE 

This 'is an exceedingly clever sleight and has its place as it can be 
performed at any time during a routine. However, it is much better when 
the cigarette is . fairly long. Place the cigarette in the mouth, about half 
its length, showing both hands entirely empty, which draws their atten
tion away from the mouth. Bite the end of the cigarette off in the mouth, 
pushing the lips forward, thus separating the exposed burning end from 
the piece you have bitten off. Remove the exposed burning end from your 
mouth, retaining the bitten off portian inside the mouth. Execute the Fire 
Sleight previo_usly explained. 

Let the right hand, containing the thumb-palmed lighted end, fall 
naturally to your side. Remove the bitten off stub from the mouth with 
the left hand, blowing from the mouth, the smoke which has been 
retained. 

Throw this stub on the floor and step on it. 

Then produce the lighted end from the air, with the right hand. This 
is a very clever sleight and is .worth knowing for no other reason than if 
you are called upon sometime by spectators who have seen you do your 
routine. This sleight alone seems to fill the bill and satisfy them. lt also 
might find a place in your regular routine. 

PRODUCING LIGHTED CIGARETTES 

W e are now entering in to the actual methods of producing lighted 
cigarettes. All the ideas contained in this booklet are practica! and are 
being used; however, they are not built into a definite routine as we 
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realize it would be a waste of energy to try to set forth a routine that 
would be suitable and practica! for all. 

With the lighted cigarette thumb-palmed, and with the back of the 
hand to the audience, reach into the air, holding the hand still a second, 
bring the · cigarette held at thumb-palmed position, Plate 1, Fig. 3, 
between the first and second fingers, see Plate 1, Fig 4. Bring the thumb 
under, hold between thumb and first finger and snap against the cigar
ette with the second finger, see Plate 1, Fig. 5. 

This knocks a small amount of fire from the cigarette and calls par
ticular attention to the produced cigarette. 

The other hand is held in a natural position at your side against the 
dropper. 

AT THE VERY MOMENT THE LIGHTED CIGARETTE IS PRODUCED 
FROM THE :AIR IS THE CORRECT TIME TO OBTAIN THE CIGARETTE 
FROM THE DROPPER. NOT BEFORE OR AFTER. This is very important. 
Time the production and the steal in this manner. 

This does away with the inartistic move of turning the body from 
the audience to obtain the cigarettes from the droppers. 

The general position of the body at all times during the productions 
should be facing the audience. 

Analyze the above explanation of obtaining the cigarette dummies 
from the dropper at the time of production and not befare or after. lt is a 
fact that the spectators' eyes will follow the hand making the production 
of the lighted cigarette. Naturally this is the psychological moment to 
obtain the dummy from the dropper, with the opposite hand. 

SWITCHING THE LIGHTED CIGARETTE FOR THE DUMMY 

Bring the lighted cigarette, you hove produced from the air, to the 
mouth and puff. 

With the opposite hand, which contains the dummy cigarette from 
the dropper, come to the mouth with the BACK of this hand to the 
audience. 

Remove the lighted cigarette from mouth between first and second 
fingers. Hold the dummy with the last two fingers of this hand. Plate 1, 
Fig. 9. 
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With the motion of tossing the cigarette awa:y, bring the lighted 
cigarette to thumb-palm, bringing the dummy cigarette on top of the 
nail of the second finger, Plate 1, Fig. 6. Snap the dummy cigarette to 
the floor with this finger. 

By taking a step towards the dummy cigarette on the floor, you help 
to complete the illusion of the dummy beíng lighted. 

Cln practice it is not necessary to actually step on the fakes, as it will 
:m.ash them out of shape for further practice.> 

Each time a dummy cigarette is thrown to the floor, the hand con
taining the lighted cigarette falls ·naturally to the side with the back ol 
the hand towards the audience. 

NOTE: By obtaining two dummies from the same dropper, the two being 
held as the one dummy in Plate 1, Fig. 9, the effect is greatly enhanced. 

Thumb-palm the lighted cigarette, end of the thumb retaining one 
dummy cigarette, the other dummy being tossed into the air, or dropped 
os in Plate 1, Fig. 7. Vary the disposal ol the dummies by throwing; ·just 
Íetting fall; and snapping them away. 

Again produce the lighted cigarette, again thumb-palm and snap 
the second dummy awa:y as explained in Plate 1, Fig. 6. (Above all 
things master this method ol handling two dummy cigarettes so you can 
ezecute it with either hand.J 

You will readily see why it is necessary to employ two droppers, one 
at each side to get the maximum effect and keep up a continuous pro
duction. 

While one hand is making the proc:l.uction, the opposite hand is secur
ing one or more dummies from the dropper. 

It is an impossibility to obtain 1 O per cent ol the etlect with one 
dropper. This statement is based upon the author's own experience, and 
is confirmed by the best known artists in the business. There are many 
types of droppers on the market, some designed for full length cigarettes 
and some for three-quarter length cigarettes. There are severa! designed 
to deliver lighted cigarettes but the professionals generally prefer to 
produce unlit dummies. Properly handled, these are believed by audi
ences to be lighted cigarettes, and no one ever raises the question . 

. -
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The only proper dummies to use are three-quarter length ones. In 
the first place to be smoking a cigarette, and throw down a full length 
dummy is not consistent. The greatest advantage, however, of a short 
length dummy is that it adapts itself much better to switching and hiding 
in the hand. 

NOTE.-Mr. Loyd originated the three-quarter length dropper, however 
since then, droppers have been perfected to hold and deliver either 
whole or shorter length cigarettes.-CEditor.) 

One of the best droppers has a light-touch mechanical release. There 
is one make that has no moving parts, your own fingers eliecting the 
release-the fingers, in fact, with a slight movement, actually lift the 
waiting cigarette out of the dropper. 

In securing the cigarette from the dropper there must be no fumbling 
or unnatural movements. 

THE PANTOMIME CIGARETTE 

In recent years there has appeared a number of pieces of apparatus 
for producing the pantomima cigarette. What we refer to is that of going 
through the motions of rolling a cigarette and then ending up with a real 
cigarette. As simple a method as any is to have a real cigarette in your 
left hand dropper al a predeterminad number from. the bottom, then in 
securing the match from your right pants pocket obtain cigarette from 
the dropper, strike the match on the right trouser leg with left shoulder 
towards the audience. 

Bring left hand to mouth with the cigarette, lighting it in the cupped 
hands. 

SUPER PANTOMIME CIGARETTE 

W e include this super method as we consider it without . a peer 
among all of the methods, insomuch that when the cigarette makes its 
appearance it is lighted without the use of visible apparatus. Scratching 
of the match is also pantomimed-no actual match being used. 
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Refer· to the picture of the gimmick, Plate 2, Fig. 8, which is about 
actual size of this gimmick. lt is entirely made of brass, and the cigarette 
in this particular make will stay lighted longer than any other. 

The small piece of apparatus pins on the inside of the coat at the left 
side approximately two inches back from the front edge, about even with 
the second buttonhole. 

Light the cigarette thoroughly and place the fire end down in the 
apparatus. 

In performing be sure that the light in the room is between you and 
the spectators. Thus the smoke curling up from the lront edge ol the coat 
is not visible. 

Go through the pantomime of rolling the cigarette such as taking 
papers from your pocket, bag of tobacco, rolling, placing the imaginary 
cigarette in the mouth, tum the leH shoulder towards spectators and 
obtain an imaginary match from the right trouser pocket, pantomime the 
lighting of it on the right leg of your trousers. 

Lift the leg in the usual manner, bend slightly forward at the waist, 
and you will note that the cigarette is practically in the left hand, which 
is held along the edge of the coat. 

Holding up the imaginary match in the right hand, you have secured 
the cigarette from the holder in the left hand, between the thumb and 
index finger. 

Bring the two hands cupped to the mouth, puffing on the cigarette 
until you obtain some smoke. 

Remove the hands and display lit cigarette in the mouth. 
Blow out the imaginary match and toss aside. 
The beauty of this method is best appreciated when seen. 

A NOVEL VARIATION DURING THE PRODUCTION 

With a dummy cigarette from the left dropper, in the left hand, make 
a throwing motion with the lighted cigarette in right hand, towards the 
left hand. Thumb-palm the lighted cigarette, at the same time the left 
thumb pushes the dummy in view at the top of the hand opposite the 
thumb, Plate 1, Fig. 8. 
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The bcicks of both hands are towards the audience, the right shoulder 
likewise. 

With the first two fingers of the right hand remove the dummy from 
the top of the closed left hand. 

The smoke from the thumb-palmed lighted cigarette completes the 
illusion of this dummy being lighted. 

Throw the dummy clown with the right hand, the left hand falling 
to the left hand dropper. 

Produce the lighted cigarette from the air, and obtain dummy from 
the left hand dropper. 

Now with both hands held natúrally at the side, squarely face the 
audience. 

Slap the right leg with the right hand, thumb-palm the lighted 
cigarette, apparently forcing the lighted cigarette through the leg. 

The concealed dummy in the left hand is pushed into view with the 
thumb as in Plate 2, Fig. 12, at the left leg. 

Reach across the body with the right hand, lighted cigarette still 
thumb-palmed, and remove the dummy with the first and second fingers 
of the right hand and toss to the floor. Produce lighted cigarette from 
the air. 

Obtein another dummy from the dropper with the left hand as the 
right hand is making the production. 

NOTE ~ lf you are working very close to your audience where it would be 
possible for them to detect that the dummies were not lighted, place two 
small metal waste baskets to your left and right, and toss the dummies 
into these. 

A SNAP PRODUCTION 

A beautiful variation during the production which should be mas
tered with both the left and right hand. 
METHOD: The back of hand is toward your audience. 

Lighted ~igarette is thumb-palmed, Plate l, Fig. 3. 

Fingers apart, the hand reaches into the air, then drops "slightly 
towards the floor. During this, let the thumb-palmed cigarette roll onto 
the fingers as in Plate l, Fig. 10. 

Pinch the end of the cigarette between the first and second fingers 
as in Plate l, Fig. ll. 
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Now lower the thumb under the cigarette as in the dotted portion 
of Plate L Fig. 11. Flip into view as in Plate L Fig. 12. 

) 

Now hold the cigarette with the thumb against the second finger 
and throw the index finger over the top of the cigarette and hold between 
the first two fingers as in Plate l. Fig. 4. 

CThe entire moves explained above are executed with the back of 
the hands towards the audience.) 

THE BAILEY SLEIGHT 

Froni. the lighted cigarette inhale a large puff of smoke. 

Obtain dummy from the left hand dropper and with the left hand 
produce this dummy from the air, or behind the leg. 

Bring dummy to the mouth, and blow out the inhalad smoke. 

If you have used one of the novel cigarettes which look like they 
are buming, at a predetermined number, in your left dropper, and 
blowing the smoke from t.q.e mouth, you have completed the illusion of 
holding a burning cigarette in each hand. 

Throw the dummy on the floor with the left hand. 

The right hand which is at your right hand dropper, cigarette in sight 
between lirst and second Bngers, the remaining lingers of this hand obtain 
a dummy from this dropper. 

lmmediately on tossing the fake clown with the left hand, make the 
switch with thumb-palm and throw clown dummy from the right hand. 

lmmediately producing the lighted cigarette from the air with the 
right hand, left hand again making the steal. 

This is a very deceptive sleight and adds speed, tempo and rhythm 
to the routine. 

It should come in the latter part of the routine as it allows for fast 
production. 

NOTE: W e wish at this time to caution against what we have seen so 
often. A TOO LONG ROUTINE. Stop and remember, like so many produc
tion effects, it is easy to tire your audience, as you must remember that 
regardless of how long your routine is, the entire effect is repetition. I 
believe 1 qualify to make the following statement that no routine should 
call for the use of more than fifteen dummy cigarettes at the most. 
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LOYD'S TRIPLE CIGARETTE PRODUCTION 

This is also a very spectacular production and uses two of the novel 
) 

dummy cigarettes that look like they are lighted. 

If you are interested in obtaining these, and cannot get them in your 
locality, c~nsult your magic dealer. 

Refer to Plate 1, Fig. 7, where the two dummies have been stolen 
from the dropper. 

Come to the · mouth with these two dummies in the left hand and 
remove .the lighted cigarette from your mouth with same hand. 

Bring the lighted C:igarette to thumb-palm position. 

Turn the back of hand towards the audience, at your left side. 

Thumb of this hand towards the floor, with the tip of the thumb 
elev<lte one of the dummy cigarettes above the fist. Plate 1, Fig. 8. 

With a slight upward motion, toss it free of the hand. 

lmmediately with the tip of the thumb, elevate the second dummy 
cigarette, and toss it free of the hand. 

Continue and elevate the real lighted cigarette the same way. 

During this you have made a steal of one or two dummies from the 
left hand dropper. 

Come to the left hand and remove the lighted cigarette from the 
top of the hand, between first and second fingers of right hand. 

Execute the ~witch to thumb-palm, throwing clown the dummy and 
continue. 

This is a very striking and effective sleight insomuch that the smoke 
is curling up from each cigarette and looks as though they were all 
burning. 

This sleight also belongs near the end of your routine as it is fast 
moving. 

The extreme novelty of this effect is such that you will never regret 
the effort to accomplish it, and we strongly urge that you add it to your 
routine. Once you do so, you will never omit it. 
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THE FINALE CPIPE PRODUCTION> 

This method of pipe production is unique and adds a novel climax 
to lighted cigarette productions. 

lt is being used by some of the cleverest artists doing the act. 

Secure an inexpensive, straight stem pipe Cfairly long stem). 

Lacquer or enamel the bowl of the pipe white, as it shows up much 
better than a dark pipe. Fasten a small safety pin on the inside of your 
coat on the right side. 

Fast~n a druggist's small rubber band to the pin. 

With the surplus of the rubber, wind around the extreme end of the 
stem of the pipe. 

The bowl of the pipe is just out of sight under the edge of your coat. 
lt comes directly under the hand as it hangs at your side. 

Y ou will be delighted with this simple and unique fastener as you 
will find that by curling the fingers under the edge of the coat and 
securing the bowl of the pipe, that the slightest downward pull releases 
the pipe. 

Yet the pipe will positively stay in place until wanted. 

METHOD OF PRODUCING: 

With the -right shoulder towards the audience place the last lighted 
cigarette in the mouth with the left hand, at the same time securing the 
pipe with the right hand. 

When the pipe comes away the bowl is in the palm of the hand, the 
stem lying along the wrist and forearm. 

Come to the mouth with the pipe, and holding the bowl with last 
two fingers, remove cigarette between first and second fingers. 

Retain a mouth full of smoke, toss the cigarette on the floor, look 
back over your right shoulder-

Then turn left shoulder to the audience, placing the pipe in the mouth 
~d walk off the stage to your right, blowing the smoke through pipe. 

Every move is well thought out and we urge you to try it. 
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SPECIAL SLEIGHTS 

Three exceptionally clever sleights are herewith included, two of 
them being unusual insomuch that they are executed with lighted 
cigarettes. ' 

Some' performers like to include a sleight or two with the production 
<Ind we feel that the three here described are unusual and spectacular. 

THE PENETRATION VANISH CAND PRODUCTIONJ 

EFFECT: An unlighted cigarette is pushed through the center of the 
palm of the hand, where it vanishes, and both hands shown to be empty. 

Then the cigarette makes its appearance from the empty hand. 

The unique and unusual part of this master sleight is both hands can 
be shown empty with the fi.ngers apart, and without use of gimmicks. 
METHOD: Hands left of body. 

Cigarette held as Plate 2, Fig. l. 

NOTE IN PLATES 2 and 3 the HANDS ARE MARKED R and L Cright 
<Ind left). Also F and B (front and back). 

The fingers are slid along the cigarette to the palm of the left hand. 
Plate 2, Fig. 2. 

The end of the cigarette comes into thumb-palm position in the 
:right hand. 

Immediately the point of the index finger presses the palm of the left 
band. Plate 2, Fig. 3. 

Continuing, the left hand tums over, under cover of the right hand, 
and the cigarette is placed in the crotch of the first and second fingers of 
the left hand. Plate 2, Fig. 4. 

In this picture the right hand is not shown in order that you can see 
how the cigarette is transferred and held in the left hand. 

The outer end of the cigarette is not more than an inch and ~ half 
lrom back 6f hand, lying at a sharp angle along the back. 

Under cover of the right hand, which hides the cigarette, the l~ft hand 
is turned over. Plate 2, Fig. 5. 
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Then right hand is lowered and turnad palm towards audience. 

The tips ol the fingers just show in Fig. 5. 

19 

Note that the fi.ngers of the left hand are held open, and you will find 
that the cigarette is held in place; and due to the brown end that is 
barely visible, it cannot be seen. 

The right hand is now turnad with the back towards the audience 
and covers the left hand. 

The left hand is now turnad over under cover of right hand. Plate 2, 
Fig. 6. 

The palm of the right hand pushes the cigarette through the fingers 
of the left hand. 

The thumb of the left hand pushes the cigarette up for production. 
Plate 2, Fig. 7. 

THIS ENTIRE SLEIGHT IS PERFORMED WITH THE HANDS HELD 
LEFT OF BODY, RIGHT SHOULDER TOWARDS AUDIENCE. 

LIGHTED SLEIGHTS 

The two following sleights are unique insomU<;:h that they are accom
plished with the cigarette lighted. 

EFFECT: Lighted cigarette taken in right hand is slapped through 
the leg, where Ú makes its appearance in the left hand. 

METHOD: Facing the audience, cigarette held between the fi.rst and 
second fi.ngers of the left hand. Plate 2, Fig. 9. 

Right hand reaches over and slides down the back of the fi.ngers of 
the left hand, apparently removing the cigarette. 

The cigarette actually being brought and retained at thumb-palm of 
left hand. Plate 2, Fig. 10. 

The fi.ngers of the left hand are straightened, Plata 2, Fig. 11. 

The right hand being closed as though it contained the cigarette, is 
carried to the right leg, slapping the right leg, simultaneously producing 
the lit cigarette at the left leg, pushing it info sight with the tip of thumb. 
Plata 2, Fig. 12. 
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If this sleight is used in connection with the production you can 
immediately obtain a dummy from the right hand dropper, reach across 
the body with the right hand, remove the lighted cigarette from the Jleft 
hand, malee the thumb-palm switch, throw the dummy down and continue 
with the production. 

THE BOLTON MASTER LIGHTED CIGARETTE SLEIGHT 

To master this sleight is to acquire one of the most beautiful lighted 
cigarette sleights in magic. 

EFFECT: A lighted cigarette is actually placed in the hand where it 
vanishes. Both hands are shown empty and the lighted cigarette produced 
again from the empty hand. 

METHOD: This entire sleight is accomplished with hands held at Ielt 
oí body, right shoulder towards audience. 

The lighted cigarette is held at the extreme tip, between the second 
finger and thumb, which pinch the end flat. Plate 3, Fig. l. 

Now the index finger is brought clown to the thumb. 

The thumb and two fingers are held in a group. 

The cigarette, is placed on fingers of left hand. Plate 3, Fig. 2. 

The fingers of the left hand close lightly over the cigarette. 

The right hand tums over as the left fingers are closed until the back 
of the right hand is directly towards audience. 

Just as the left fingers hide the cigarette, the right first and second 
fingers, which are pinching the extreme end of the cigarette, are drawn 
to palm of hand, bringing cigarette tp the thumb-palm. 

This is the most difficult part of this sleight but easily acquired with 
practice. 

The left hand shown in Plate 3, Fig. 3, is tipped backward, thumb 
away from audience as the cigarette is being drawn from the fingers, in 
other words, this left hand is not held quite as perpendicular as shown in 
this illustration. 

Fingers of the right hand are spread, holding the cigarette at thumb
palm. Plate 3, Fig. 4. 
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The fingers of the left hand are now open, showing the cigarette 
vanished, Plate 3, Fig. 5. 

If a íew ashes happen to be leít on the leít hand it adds to the efiect 
to brush them ofi with the tips oí the fingers oí the right hand. 

Left hand turns over, Plate 3, Fig. 6. 

From right thumb-palm take cigarette in fork of left thumb, Plate 3, 
Fig. 7, which shows how it is held. The right hand in this illustration which 
hides this, is not shown, so you can see how much of cigarette is left 
protruding at fork of thumb, not over a half-inch. 

Fingers of the right hand curl down, Plate 3, Fig. 8, and pinch the 
cigarette at the back of these fingers so it does not protrude through the 
fingers of the right hand. With these fingers holding the cigarette, pivot 
the right hand at the crotch of the thumb of the left hand in direction of 
arrow, Plate 3, Fig. 8. 

Keep pivoting the fingers right at the crotch until the palm of the 
right hand is towards audience, Plate 3, Fig. 9. 

At the same time the left hand turns palm towards the audience, 
thumb pointing up, Plate 3, Fig. 10. 

The palm of the left hand touches the cigarette moving it in close to 
the back of the right hand fingers. 

The fingers of the left hand are held together until this hand is entirely 
turned over, then the fingers are spread apartas shown in Plate 3, Fig. 10. 

(To show the cigarette is not between them.J 

This move is now reversed, in other words the fingers of the left hand 
remove the cigarette from the back of the right hand, Plate 3, Fig. ll, as 

' the hands are again turned over, both backs to the audience, and the 
thumb of the left hand elevates the lighted cigarette into view as the 
finger tips of the right hand draw down the back of the left hand, Plate 3, 
Fig. 12. 

This sleight fits in very well at the beginning of a routine, maybe 
after one of the pantomime methods previously explained. 

YOU HA VE READ THE BOOK. Now in order to appreciate the quality 
of its contents, take apparatus needed and follow the explanation step 
by step. 





STBETCHING A ROPE 
Milbourne Christopber, famous professional magician, is tbe inventor of this remark

able feat in which a rope stretches from 10 to 15 times its original length! Rope always 
in full view and seemingly endless, the moves are natural and simple--you just "stretch" 
the rope. Two methods. 14 pages, 22 iliustrations ........... ..... .. .... .. .... .... .. ........... ......... ........ $1.00 

3-TO-l ROPE TRICK 
A Kanter publication giving full details of this excellent feat. 3 small pieces are 

made to become one single piece, all done in full view. Many versions include: where 
spectator does all tbe cutting-various "starting" methods- "Do As 1 Do" comedy
the 4-to-l version; also all known methods of using gimmicks, wax, cement, etc. 17 pages. 
46 iliustrations ..... ..... ............ ... ... ... ..... ......... ... .... ..... .. ...... ... ............... .. .... : .... .... .... ... .................... ... $1.00 
PRODUCING LIGHTED CIGARETTES 

Loyd gives full details of this entire act. More copies of this book have been sold 
than all otber cigarette books combined. Metbods of tbe foremost manipulators-tbe 
sleigbts, · effects, showmanship-Fire Sleigbt-Double Production-Switching-Gim· 
micks-Triple Production---Pipe Finale-Etc. 22 pages, 36 iliustrations .. .................... $1.50 
MASTER MANIPULATION OF THIMBLF.S 

Loyd has written what is generally regarded as the best work on tbimble magic. 
Dealing strictly witb sleight of band, it covers tbe master sleights and technique, and 
tbe author's original routine. Vanishes, productions, color changes, back-palming, 
Solid Tbru Solid, Comedy Production, etc. 40 pages, 84 posed illustrations. 

· Originally $3.00, now ONLY $1.50 
THE THREE SHELL GAME 

This Kanter publication, edited by Ralpb W. Read, is a complete exp(!sition of 
"The Old Army Game," now so popular for Club work, etc. 13 articles give all the 
subtle and clever moves; 10 Lessons enable you to master tbe sleigbts ; 33 Exhibition 
Routines, supply variety; a History of tbe Game, and a cbapter on Shills & Sharpers. 
58 pages witb 4 7 iliustrations .. ........... ............... ...... ....... ...... ................. ............................ .... ...... $2.00 

CLUB DECEPTIONS 
By Dr. E. G. Ervin, "One of the world's greatest inventora of small magic." Bis 

famous series of 4 booklets now combined into tbis one enlarged work, about 50 of 
the cleverest nifties ever conceived. Tricks witb coins, halls, cards, matches, bilis, 
watches, paper, needles, mental, mind reading, etc. 52 pages, fully illustrated. 

Originally over $4.00, now a bargain at $1.50 
20 STUNNERS WITH A NAIL WRITER 

By F. M. Chapman; edited by Ralph W. Read. Tbe most amazing and startling 
stunts- mind reading or telepatby, uncanny predictions, etc., are performed by following 
the instructions in tbis book. Latest metbods and devices, all known gimmicks, and all 
methods of application are given in full. Reputations are being made by the u se of 
this material. 27 pages, iliustrated .................... .... ..... ...... ...... ...................... ........................... $1.00 

KEN'S MEMORY SYSTEM 
Used and tangbt by Ken Mason for many years, anybody can quickly acquire a 

phenomenal memory by applying tbe mnemonic basis given herein. How to remember 
dates, duties, errands, names, faces, numbers of dollar bilis and telephones, magazine 
pages, etc. Complete "Giant Memory Act" included. 44 pages ....... ..... ... .. ............... ...... $2.00 

CUPS AND BALLS MAGIC 
A Kanter publication with an introdnction by Henry Ridgely Evans, and a special 

article by John Mulholland. The whole art is explained in detail- all tbe moves. 
sleights, artifices and subtleties-palming, pasees, steals, switches, novelty effects, 
rontines, baby chicks, etc. Baile jump from cnp to cnp, vanish, appear, multiply, etc. 
60 pages, 63 iliustrations ... ..... .... ...... .. ... .... ..... ..... ...... ...... .. ... ...... ..... ..... .. ...... .... .. .. .... ....... ............. $2.00 

MORE THAN A TRICK 
Jack Vosburgh wrote it so as to record the unusnal ideas of bis friend Ted 

Annemann whom he rated as a magical genins-a fact. Contains 13 miracles, ali with 
carde, and tricks tbat you will immediately add to yonr repertoire. The famons "Fnture 
Deck" is inclnded. 22 printed pages ... ............ .... ...... ...... ............... ........ ..... ... .............. ..... ....... $1.00 

CALOSTRO MIND READING ACT 
By R . W . Read. A sensational two·person act-tbe modern system for transmitting 

to a "medium" any and all qnestions merely whispered to performer by anyone in 
audience. Medium need never look at performer, nor ask questions, nor does performer 
address medium. Tbe necessary information is instantly conveyed by what is the most 
subtle and natural method ever conceived. No writing, no signs, notbing to collect, etc. 
May be presented any place. Printed booklet .. ..... ...... .. .......... .................... .......... ............ . $10.00 



Recommended Works on Conjuring 

PUBLISHED BY KANTER 
G MARVELS OF MYSTERY . 

By John Booth, famous magician, author and lecturer. Complete details of the acts 
and tricks as performed by the author on platform, stage, Nite Clubs, and close-up. 
lncludes Blindfold Finger Reading, a Card Gamhling Lecture, Etc. 150 pages, illus-
trated, Cloth hinding ... .... ......... ... ... ...... ...... ........... ....... ...... ...... .................... .... ...... ...... ...... J ••. . .. •.. •. $3.50 

@ FORGING AHEAD IN MAGIC 
Another Booth masterpiece, justly rated as "The hest hook on showmanship for 

magicians.1' Covers every phase of the husiness- Preparation-Presentation-Puhlicity 
and Profit-secrets not to he found elsewhere. 555 winning methods of 136 eminent 
magicians in their climh to success. 155 pages, illustrated. Cloth .... .................. ...... $5.00 

(9 CARD TRICKS That Are Easy to Leam, Easy to Do 
W. F . (Rufus) Steele gatherea this collection of 50 non-manipulative masterpieces, 

contrihuted by famous artists- Dai Vernon, Ralph Hull, Duval, Harry Cecil, Caryl 
Fleming, Jimmy K ater, Frank Lane, Harry Louine~ Geo. Pearce, Geo. Pugh, and Rufus 
Steele. lncludes "Pack of Cards as a Bihle," the "Si Stehhins Master System," etc. 
50 pages; 50 tricks .... .. ................................ ..... ...... ... ...... ... .... .. ..... .... ..... .. ... .................... ...... ...... ... .. . $2.00 

GJ 52 AMAZING CARD TRICKS 
More of Rufus Steele's collected self-working card miracles. The pet effects of 

Bert Allerton, Al Baker, Martin Gardner, H askell, Eddie Joseph, Judah, Leech, Mario, 
Paul Rosini, Scarne, Chick Schoke, Vernon, Audley Walsh, etc. Y ou can't afford to he 
without these top notch card tricks, all easy. 64 pages .. .... ..... .. ..... ... ...... ... ... ....... .... ... ..... .... $2.00 

® MAGICAL GEMS 
A memorial to Paul Rosini, giving details of his 51 favorite tricks with presentation 

details and skillful touches that made him famous. These were gathered and descrihed 
by a galaxy of Paul's intimate friends-men who knew and highly regarded the suhtle 
artistry that Paul Rosini employed. 48 card tricks, 3 with coins. 68 pages ..... .. ......... $2.00 

NOVEL MAGIC 
In this popular work by Lu Brent will he found 27 clever tricks thar the author 

has used in his owil programs, close-up, etc. The wide variety includes tricks with coins, 
cards, cigarettes, cigars, matches, silks, hats, magazines, etc. Here are proven, practica} • 
effects for everyhody. 44 printed pages, profusely illustrated ................... ....... ..... .. ...... ... $1.00 

STAR CARD EFFECTS 
More of Lu Brent's smart magic. Eight excellent card effects, all easy to do as 

they require little or no skill. The contents include: A Prediction-Two Locations
Two Different "Follow Me" feats with a single pack-and Three Novel Pro.ductions of 
Ch osen Cards. A clearly written manuscript .... .. .. .. ... ... ... . .. ... . . . .......... ..... ...... ....... ... ... .. $1.00 . 

ORIGINAL TORN & RESTORED MAGAZINE COVER 
Lu Brent's own method and routine- the greatest of all effects of this nature. 

Not just a single trick, hut a complete ultra smart routine of amazing surprises. Cover 
is torn & restored-then torn again, pieces vanished (except one), cover found hack on 
magazine- restored except the missing pie ce which exactly fits ! A production feature 
also included. Illustrated printed hooklet ~··· · ····· ..... ..... .. ..... . . ..... .................. , ..... : ..... $1.00 

VAUDEVILLE VENTRILOQUISM 
By David J. Lustig and Rohert W. Doidge. Standard instruction hook, covering all 

phases of the art. How to acquire the "Vent. Voice" without lip movement, etc. lncludes 
dialogues, gags, stories and tips. 29 printed pages ..... ... ... .. ..... ... ... ... ... ....... ...... .... ...... ... .. .. $1.50 

AT YOUR F AVORITE DEALER OR FROM 

KANTER'S 
1311 WALNUT STREET • PHILADELPHIA 7, PA. 

turn over ... 
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